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December 1st. 

Dearest boy- 

 You will be a lovely little Fuzzy I am afraid this evening without your family, won’t you? Do you 

know that you have never once mentioned the fact that they are coming on to-day? I feel as if the 

Shippens must have made a mistake- at any  
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I am going to drive with them this evening, and will find out then- I am so disappointed that it is raining so 

this morning, for I wanted to go out very much- guess I’ll go any way- Fuz dear you may be just as 

disappointed as you like, but the “Equine Paradox” is perfectly splendid- I’ll tell you all about them over 

again when I see you- particularly the “Assine Judge”- Aunt Debs or Deborah  
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and I, after spending half an hour in trying to telephone, have finally concluded that the whole 

arrangement is a delusion and a [scam?] , and not a brilliant invention at all- we could get nothing out of 

the other end but “Hello!”, and finally couldn’t even make them say that, someone at this end said they 

wouldn’t say any more because they thought we were trying to fool them. Don’t be discouraged dear love 

about business not coming on faster, you are a very little boy yet, and have lots and lots of time to wait, 

remember that Fuzzy- This is my very last letter- aren’t you glad? and as for me, I simply can’t say how 

delighted I shall be to get [underlined] home [/underlined] again. Remember me to Joanna and Kate dear- 

Your loving Daisy.  
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Mr. Lawrence Lewis. Jr. 

1732 Pine Street. 

Philadelphia. 

Penna. 

 

D.K. 

Dec 2 1881 
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